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EULER SPACES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

JAMES ROVNYAK

ABSTRACT. A formula due to Euler and Legendre is used to construct finite-

difference counterparts to the Dirichlet space. The spaces have integral repre-

sentations and characterizations in terms of area integrals. Their reproducing

kernels are logarithms of the reproducing kernels of the Newton spaces, which

are counterparts to the Hardy class. A Hilbert space with reproducing kernel

\og[(l/wz) log 1/(1 — wz)]

is also shown to exist and to be related to Bernoulli numbers and combinatorial

theory.

1. Introduction and preliminary notions. This paper continues the plan of

[5], which seeks finite-difference counterparts to notions from the theory of Hardy

classes and Fourier analysis. The Hardy class for the unit disk has counterparts in

the Newton spaces y^, h > 0. The Euler spaces £?n, h > 0, defined in this paper

are analogues of the Dirichlet space. Their construction is motivated by a general

theorem on reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces:

Let K(s, t) be the reproducing kernel for a Hilbert space Jf of functions on a set

S. Then H(s,t) = exp(K(s,t)) is the reproducing kernel for a Hilbert space %? of

functions on S. For any f(t) in Jf, exp(f(t)) belongs to 3T and

\\exp(f(t))\[2r<exp(\\f(t)[\2r).

If equality holds and g(t) is any second element of ffl, then

(exp(f(t)), exp(g(t)))r = exp((f(t),g(t))-r).

This result is given by L. de Branges [2] in connection with an inequality of

N. A. Lebedev and I. M. Milin. Let ai,a2,... and bo,by,b2,... be complex numbers
related by

exp(ai2 + a2z2 + ■■■)= bo+ byz + b2z2 +■■■ .

Then
oo / oo \

X^KI2 <exp j^n|a„|2    .
n=0 \n=l I

A nontrivial assertion is made only when the right side is finite.   The inequality

follows from the theorem with S equal to the unit disk in the complex plane and

1 1
K(w, z) = log-—,    H(w,z) = --—.

1 — wz 1 — wz
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In this case 3? is the Dirichlet space of power series

f(z) = ayz + a2z2 H-

with
oo

ll/(*)l& = X>Kla<«>,
n=l

and %? is the space of square summable power series.

The Newton polynomials Nq(z) = 1 and

N   (,\-(    ^nz(z-^)--{z-n+l)
Mn(z) = (-1)  -j-,        n = 1,2,3,...,

n!

play the role of monomials in the finite-difference calculus:

-A: Nn(z) -> A/n_i(z),        n = 0,1,2,...,

where N_y(z) = 0 and A: F(z) —► F(z + 1) - F(z) is the difference operator. The

Newton space jVn is the Hilbert space of holomorphic functions F(z) of the form

oo

F(z) = J2anNn(z),        Rez>-±h,
n=0

with

II^WlBi = l«o|2 + ^|ai|2 + *r^M2 + • • • < oo.

The weighted Mellin transform of a function f(t) in L2(wn), where Wh(t) = e-'^-1

on (0,oo), is the function

1 f°°
F{z) = T(z + h)j     /Oe"***1"*"1*.        Re*>-§*.

The mapping f(t) —> F(z) so defined is an isometry from L2(wn) onto jVh. Details

and additional information may be found in [5].

For any positive number h, the Newton space JVh has reproducing kernel

T(h)T(z + w + h) „ ,,   „ ,,

T(z + h)T(w + h) 2 2

The logarithmic version of jVh, if there is one, should have reproducing kernel

m-, ,     T(h)T(z + w + h) _ ,.    _ .,
(1) l0gr(z+W(^ + /1)'     R->-^Rew>-^

We show that a space §5, with this reproducing kernel does indeed exist, and its

structure is determined by an identity that is due to Euler in the case h = 1 and

Legendre in the general case. An Euler transform is defined analogously to the

weighted Mellin transform, and it yields an isometric integral representation of the

space. Moreover, the space is characterized by certain area integrals of derivatives

in a manner reminiscent of a well-known characterization of the Dirichlet space.

It is natural to ask if additional logarithms can be formed. In this direction, we

show that the kernel

log   —log--—
[wz       1 — wz

is positive definite on the unit disk and related to Bernoulli numbers and combina-

torial theory. It is not known if a similar result holds for the Euler spaces.
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2. Euler spaces. We first derive the Euler-Legendre formula [6, §73]

(1\ W nh)T(z + w + h)       f1 t*_-l tv-lt-l.y
K> gT(z + h)T(w + h)     Jq   t-1   t-1  logt

which structures everything that follows. The principal branch of logarithm is

understood (logl = 0). The formula is valid with absolute convergence of the

integral for any complex numbers z, w, h such that h, z + w + h, z + h, w + h have

positive real parts. In particular, the formula holds when h is real and positive,

Rez > -\h, and Rew > —\h. Begin with Gauss's formula [6, §72]

d f°° Te"'        e~tz   '
Eh,rW-jr    [-j-j-^j*       Re,>0,

in its integrated form due to Plana [6, §73],

/■oo r , _    -(z-l)s-i     -s

logT(z) = \z-l--zl—   -ds,        Rez>0.
Jo    L 1 — e  s    J    s

If h, z + w + h, z + h, w + h have positive real parts, then

.     T(h)T(z + w + h)        f°°\u     ,      l-e-f^le"'
lOST(z + h)T(w + h) = Jo    r1-      1-es    \-ds

/•oo r i _ g-(z+tu+h-l)s"| e-s

+ /      [z + w + h-1-   -ds
Jo    L l-e~s J    s

-I r"-1—T^^\-ds
f°° r \ — e-(w+h-l)s-\  g-s

— /     \w + h — 1-   -ds
Jo    I l-e-s       J    a

/•oo p-hs

= 1   (e-»-l)(e--l)-Ir-^J,,

which yields (2) after a change of variables.

THEOREM   1.   For any positive number h, (2) is the reproducing kernel for a

Hilbert space ^ of holomorphic functions on the half-plane Rez > —\h.

The spaces £/,, h > 0, are called Euler spaces.

Proof. By (2),

A     -        r(h)T(wk + xbj + h)

hi'c gn«>k+h)m+h)
2

= f1 fCj^  *zL*-i(ft>o
Jo   f* 3 t-1       logt

for any numbers wy,..., wn in the half-plane Reu; > — j/i and all complex numbers

ci,..., cn. The existence of the space thus follows from a well-known construction

in the theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces [1].    □
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For any positive number h, let L2(A/,) be the Lebesgue space of measurable

functions on (0,1) square summable with respect to

The weight function is positive and integrable on (0,1), with

by the Euler-Legendre formula (2). Define the Euler transform of any element f(t)

of L2(Xh) to be the function

(3) F(z)= f f(t)%^-\h(t)dt,        Rez>-\h.
Jo t — i

Any such function vanishes at the origin. The Euler transform is an integrated

form of the Mellin transform.

THEOREM 2. The Euler transform of a function f(t) in L2(Xh) is a holomor-

phic function F(z) on the half-plane Rez > -\h. If F(z) = 0 on the half-plane,
then f(t) = 0 a.e. on (0,1). Differentiation under the integral is justified in the

Euler transform and yields

(4) F'(z)= ftz+h-xf(t)dt
Jo

for Rez > -\h.

PROOF. The identity

tZ  _ fW fl
-— =log* /   tsz+{x~s)wds
z-w Jq

implies the estimate

fZ   _  fW 1
-   <*-*log-,        0<t<l, Rez>-6, Rew>-6,
z — w t

for any number 6 < ^h. Then

1 2

/   YT—r    xh(t)dt<C6[z[2,        Rez>-6,
Jo  I t ~ 1

for some Cs > 0. In particular, the integral defining F(z) is absolutely convergent

for Re 2 > -jft. Differentiation under the integral in (3) is justified, since

fZ_fW        1 ]np. f

-—r^f{t)Xh(t)  <t-6-^-[f(t)[Xh(t),
z — w t — 1 t — 1

Rez > -6, Rew > —6 (6 < \h). Hence (4) follows. If F(z) vanishes identically,

so does F'(z). In this case f(t) = 0 a.e. on (0,1) by the uniqueness theorem for

Mellin transforms.    □
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THEOREM 3. For any positive number h, the Euler transform (3) defines an

isometry f(t) —» F(z) from L2(Xn) onto S'h-

PROOF. By Theorem 2, there is a unique Hilbert space 3? of functions on Re z >

— \h such that the mapping f(t) —► F(z) defined by the Euler transform is an

isometry from L2(Xn) onto 3?'. By the definition of the space, 3? has reproducing

kernel

T(h)T(z + w + h)      /'f-ir-i

T(z + h)T(w + h)      Jq    t-1   t-1

Rez > —hh, Rew > —\h.  Since 3? and &n have the same reproducing kernel,

they are equal isometrically.    □

A function <p(£) on a real interval (a, oo) is completely monotonic if for any f in

the interval and any number 6 > 0,

B-i)J(-W+^)>o
j=o KJ'

for every n = 0,1,2,_   The condition asserts that all finite differences of the

function are nonnegative. The notion arises in the theory of the Hausdorff moment

problem [9, pp. 86-89].

THEOREM 4. Let h be any positive number, and let F(z) be a holomorphic

function on the half-plane Rez > —\h such that F(0) = 0. Then F(z) belongs to

<§/i if and only if

<Pf(0 = -[[ \F'(x + iy)[2dxdy
n J J£<x<t + l/2

is a bounded and completely monotonic function of £ > — ift. 7n this case,

||F|||h=    sup    <Pf{Z) = 1[[ [F'(x + iy)\2dxdy.
i>-h/2 T J J-h/2<x<-h/2 + l/2

PROOF. The Mellin reciprocal relations

/■OO

V(X) = (27T)-1/2   /        U(t)rX'2+lX dt,

Jo

/oo v(t)x-x'2~lt dt,

-oo

determine an isometric correspondence between functions u(x) in L2(0, oo) and

functions v(x) in L2(-co,oo). Both integrals are taken in the mean square sense.

Suppose first that F(z) belongs to i^. Let F(z) be the Euler transform (3) of

the element f(t) of L2(Xn). By the Mellin representation (4) of F'(z),

/OO fl[F'(x + iy)\2dy = 2n       t2x+2h~x[f(t)[2 dt
-oo ^0
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for any x > -\h. Therefore for any f > -\h,

Mt) = -[[ [F'(x + iy)[2dxdy
n J J^<x<i+l/2

fl    fZ+l/2
= 2        / t2x+2h-x dx[f(t)[2 dt

= ft2t+h\f(t)\2Xn(t)dt.
Jo

It follows that <Pf(£) is a bounded function of f > —\h, and

11*11*= /  |/W|2Ah(*)di=   lim   ^(0
Jq tl-n/2

= - [f \F'(x + iy)\2dxdy.
"■ J J-h/2<x<-h/2 + l/2

The function ^^(0 is completely monotonic for £ > — Aft, since

£>i)>("We+ys)
j=0 ^J'

= / (l-^)"t2«+h|/(t)|2Ah(t)dt
^o

>0

for all k\ > -Aft, <5 > 0, and n = 0,1, 2,....
Conversely, suppose that <Pf(0 is bounded and completely monotonic for f >

— Aft. Standard arguments from Fourier analysis show that F'(z) belongs to the

Hardy class H2(a,b) for any strip a < x < b, -\h < a < b < oo. A theorem of

Paley and Wiener [8] gives the representation

/OO fOOeszSr(s)ds = /     tz+h-xf(t)dt,
-oo Jo

Re2 > — |ft, where &~(s) and f(t) = t~h&~(logt) are measurable functions such

that

/OO TOO

e2ls|,Sr(s)|2ds = /     t2x+2h-x[f(t)[2dt <co
-oo -/0

for all z > -Aft. Therefore for any x > -\h,

/oo /-oo
|F'(x + z-2/)|2d2/ = 27r/     t2l+2h-1|/(0|2A,

-oo Jo

and for any f > —5ft,

i // [F'(x + iy)\2dxdy= f°° t2^+h\f(t)\2Xh(t)dt.
n J Jt<x<Z + l/2 JO
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By hypothesis, the left side of the last identity is a bounded and completely mono-

tonic function of f > -\h. A calculation similar to one used above shows that

/•OO

/    (l-t26)nt2t+h\f(t)\2Xh(t)dt>0
Jo

for all £ > - Aft, 6 > 0, and n = 0,1,2,_For n odd the inequality implies

/OO

<   f t2^h[f(t)\2Xh(t)dt.
Jo

It follows that f(t) = 0 a.e. for t> 1. By Theorem 2,

G(z)= j  f(t)%^-Xh(t)dt,        Re* >-Aft,
Jo t — i

defines a function in 3^. Since

F'(z)= [ tz+h-xf(t)dt = G'(z)
Jo

identically for Re2 > -Aft and F(0) = G(0) = 0, F(z) and 67(2) are equal identi-

cally. Therefore F(z) belongs to #/j.    □

EXAMPLE 1. Fix ft > 0, and let ay,..., ar be complex numbers with positive

real parts. For any numbers ci,..., cr, consider

r

P{z) = l[(l + z/(ctj + Aft))%        Re2 > -Aft.

3 = 1

Then logF(2) belongs to J^, and

r

[\logF(z)\\h =  J2 Cj5klog(l + l/(aj + ak)).
3,k=l

The function F(z) belongs to the Newton space Jr\, and

[[F(z)t,h<i\(l + l/(ocj+ak)r^.

3 = 1

The example includes every rational function F(z) that has no zeros or poles in

the closed half-plane Re 2 > —Aft. The Newton-space estimate is a special case of

the finite-difference counterpart of the Lebedev-Milin inequality stated in §1.

To obtain the example, write the Euler-Legendre formula (2) with w = 1 and ft

replaced by ft + A a for any number a with positive real part. This gives

C tlzlta-h/2tlitn-i , = ,     r(a+ift)r(s + l + a + ift)
Jo   t-1 logt 8r(2 + a+Aft)r(l + Q+A/!)

= log(l + 2/(a+Aft))
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for Re 2 > -Aft. It follows that logF(2) is the Euler transform of the function

f(t) = J2c3ta>-h/2
3 = 1

in L2(Xn). The formula for the square of the norm of logF(2) in the Euler space

<§/, follows from a straightforward calculation of the square of the norm of f(t) in

L2(Xn); this uses the Euler-Legendre formula (2) one more time. The estimate of

the square of the norm of F(z) in the Newton space then follows from the theorem

on reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces stated in §1.

EXAMPLE 2. Let ft be any positive number. Every F(z) in ^ has a unique

representation as a Newton series

OO

(5) F(z) = J2anNn(z),        Re2>-Aft,

with coefficients given by

(6) an = - f (l-t)n~xXh(t)f(t)dt,        n = 1,2,3,...,
Jo

where f(t) is the element of L2(Xn) corresponding to F(z) by means of the Euler

transform (3).

A formal calculation using the binomial series yields

F(z) = J  j=±\h{t)f(t)dt

= ~f t^KI - (1 - t))z - l]Xh(t)f(t)dt
OO

= ^2anNn(z)
n=l

with coefficients given by (6). To justify the calculation, it is sufficient to show that

oo ry

T [Nn(z)\ /    |(1 - t)n-xXh(t)f(t)\ dt<cx>

n = l J0

for Re2 > -\h.
We use standard information concerning the behavior of the gamma function for

large arguments [3, §1.18]. Let a and b be any complex numbers, and let 6 be a

positive number less than tt. Then there are positive constants M and K such that

r(2 + a) h

r(z + b) i1 + e^J

with \e(z)\ < K/\z[ for |arg2| < ir - 6, \z\ > M. In particular, for any complex

number z there is a positive constant Cz such that

'w-"" = |r[.r|V('-,)liC-^'
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for every positive integer n. By Schwarz's inequality,

f   |(1 -t)n-xXh(t)f(t)\dt< Const. U (l-t)2n~2Xn(t)dt\

( rx l1/2
< Const .1 /   (1 - t)2n-2th-x dt \

rr(2n-i)r(ft)i1/2
= Const,   -zi--r^-f

[r(2n + ft- 1)

< Const, n   2n

for every positive integer n. It follows that (5) holds with the particular choice of

coefficients (6).

The representation (5) is unique because it holds throughout the half-plane

Re2 > -Aft [7, p. 225]. Due to the phenomenon of null series [7, pp. 224-225],

there are other Newton series which represent 7^(2) in smaller half-planes, such as

Re2>0.

EXAMPLE 3. The only polynomial in ^, ft any positive number, is the poly-

nomial identically zero. More generally, a Newton series with gaps represents a

function in £?h, only if it vanishes identically.

To be precise, let the Newton series

00

F(z) = YdanNn(z)

converge for Re2 > — \h and represent a function in §/,, and suppose Yla ,0 1/n

< 00. If f(t) is the corresponding element of L2(Aft), then by the preceding example,

/ (l-t)n~xXh(t)f(t)dt = 0
Jo

for a set S of positive integers n such that 2neS Vn = °°- By the Miintz-Szasz

theorem, f(t) = 0 a.e., and so F(z) vanishes identically.

3. Iteration of the logarithm.  The expression

.   r,   r(ft)r(2 + w + ft)"
l0gll0Sr(2 + ft)r(^ + ft),

is not a candidate for a new reproducing kernel: the expression reduces to logO for

2 = w = 0. One can ask, however, if

r 1     r(ft)r(2 + w + ft)"

g[zw    gT(z + h)T(w + h)_

is the reproducing kernel for some Hilbert space of analytic functions on the half-

plane Re 2 > -Aft. We do not know if this is the case, but some support for an

affirmative answer is given by an analogous result for the Dirichlet space on the

unit disk. The new space has a surprising connection with combinatorial theory.
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THEOREM 5.   The function

, r i,    i '
fog    —log--    , \W\<1,    2   < 1,

\_zw       1 — zw J

is ifte reproducing kernel for some Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on the

unit disk.

The Bernoulli numbers of the second kind are the numbers bo,by,b2,... in the

expansion [4, p. 279 (9)]

A recursive computation yields bo = 1 and

bl = r 62 = -l2'

h    1 h -   1963 " 24' bi ~ "720'

3 363
5 ~ 160' 6 ~    60480'

275 33953
7 ~ 24192' 8_    3528800'

8183 3250433
9 ~ 1036800' 10 ~ "479001600'

4671 13695779093
11 ~ 788480' 12 ~ "2615348736000'

PROOF OF  THEOREM 5.   It is sufficient to show that the coefficients in the

expansion

(7) log    -logy^     =CiC + C2C2-r-C3C3-|---

are positive. To this end, write

1.        1 1
-log--=-.
c       1 - c      1 - w

Then

w = l-       ~f       = 61? - b2c2 + b3c3-,
log(l - c)

and so

log   - log-   = log-
[c       1 -cj 1-w

1     2        1     3
= w + -w  -\—w   + ■ ■ ■

L O

= (byc-b2c2+b3c:i----)

+ \(by<-b2c2+b3c:i----)2

+ \(byc-b2c2+b3c3--)3

+ ■■■ .
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All coefficients are positive since b2n-y > 0 and b2n < 0 for every positive integer

n [4, p. 267].   □

The preceding argument yields a formula for the coefficients Ci,c2,C3,... in

(7). While the formula shows the positivity of coefficients, it is otherwise not

illuminating. To derive a better representation of the numbers, write

1 + £ ictf =l + f ̂ log 7log r=7

1 c

l-clog(l/(l-c))

= (l + C + C,2 + ---)(b0-byC + b2C2----)

= b0 + (b0 - by)c + (b0 -by+ b2)c2 + ■■■

+ (bQ-by+b2---- + (-l)nbn)Cn + ---.

Thus

(8) Cn = -]-[bo-by+b2---- + (-l)nbn[

for every n = 1,2,3,_This yields

1 751
Cl_2' °7~ 17280'

_5_ 1070017c2-24, C8_ 29030400'

_ 1 2857C3_8' °9~ 89600'

251 26843353
°4 _ 28800' Cl0~ 958003200'

19 434293
C5 "~ 288' Cn ~ 17418240'

19087 703604254357
°6 ~~ 362880' °12 ~ 31384184832000'

The representation (8) does not immediately imply the positivity of the numbers

ci>c2,t"3,-An alternative proof of positivity follows on combining (8) with the

known identities [4, p. 268 (8) and p. 265 (2)], which yields

i r1
cn = -      Nn(t-l)dt>0

n Jo

for every positive integer n. {Caution: The formula for xpn(-l) on line 4 of p. 267

of [4] should not be used because it contains a misprint in the upper limit of the

summation index.}
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